Robert Karabinchak was sworn in as a member of the General Assembly for the 18th Legislative District.

**SENATE ACTION (SESSION)**

**Nominations Advise and Consent:**

**TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:**
- Greta Gooden Brown, of Plainsboro.
- Jean S. Chelney, of Mannington.
- Terrence R. Cook, of Willingboro.
- Catherine I. Enright, of Mendham.
- Catherine Fitzpatrick, of Princeton.
- Colleen M. Flynn, of Old Bridge.
- Margaret M. Foti, of Cresskill.
- Carolyn E. Wright, of East Orange.
- Robert J. Gilson, of Sparta.
- James Hely, of Westfield.
- Bruno Mongiardo, of Wayne.
- Thomas M. Moore, of Roseland.
- Maryann L. Nergaard, of Gillette.
- Charles E. Powers, Jr., of Maywood.
- James P. Savio, of Margate.
- Ronny Jo Siegal, of Demarest.

**TO BE A MEMBER OF THE LEGALIZED GAMES OF CHANCE CONTROL COMMISSION:**
- David J. Grusemeyer, of Marmora, to replace Peter A. Curatolo, resigned.

**TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SALEM COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:**
- Honorable Steven H. Callabiano, of Woodstown.
- Honorable Francis L. Grenier, of Woodstown, to replace Charles D. Sparks, Jr., resigned.

**TO BE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND INSURANCE:**
- Richard J. Badolato, of Verona, to replace the Honorable Kenneth Kobylowski, resigned.

**TO BE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH:**
- Cathleen D. Bennett, of Haddonfield, to replace the Honorable Mary O'Dowd, resigned.

**Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:**

**TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:**
- Joseph A. Portelli, of Wayne.
- Daniel H. Brown, of East Brunswick.
- Benjamin S. Bucca, of New Brunswick.
- Thomas A. Callahan, Jr., of Roseland.
- James W. Donohue, of West Orange.
- Deborah L. Gramiccioni, of Wall Township.
- Joseph A. Hughes, of West Trenton.
- James L. Jukes, of Orange.
- Thomas J. Walls, Jr., of Hamilton.
- Stephen L. Petrillo, of Roseland.
- Annette Scoca, of Fairfield.
Nominations Received and Referred to SJU: (cont’d)

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
Louise Grace Spencer, of Newark.
Ronald Susswein, of Ewing.
Mayra V. Tarantino, of West Orange.
Rodney Thompson, of Ewing.
Kay Walcott-Henderson, of Pennington.
Robert W. Bingham, II, of Ewing.
Robert T. Lougy, of Cranbury.

TO BE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF TAXATION:
John J. Ficara, CPA, JD, LLM, of Mountain Lakes, to replace Michael J. Bryan, CPA, resigned.

TO BE THE STATE TREASURER:
Ford M. Scudder, of Little Silver, to replace the Honorable Andrew Sidamon-Eristoff, resigned.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S20    Sweeney,S/Beck,J   DWI-proh. from operating NJT train

Bills Introduced:

S2279    Diegnan,P.J.   Co. tax appeal-prov certificate of merit   REF SCU
S2280    Diegnan,P.J.   Prop. assess. appeals-concerns   REF SCU
S2281    Diegnan,P.J.   Vet, total disb.-elig, prop tax exemp.   REF SCU
S2282    Diegnan,P.J.   Taxes, delinquent-reduce interest rate   REF SCU
S2283    Turner,S   Online tax sales-enhance transparency   REF SCU
S2284    Turner,S   Inmate release-co. prov. reentry assist.   REF SLP
S2285    Rice,R   Vet on Medicaid and SSI-COL incr.   REF SHH
S2286    Weinberg,L/Gordon,R   Mike Adler Aphasia Task Force-estab.   REF SHH
S2287    Bateman,C/Smith,B   Env. infras. proj. finan-change cert req   REF SEN
S2288    Greenstein,L   Bijou's Law-Pet Groomers Lic. Act   REF SCM
S2289    Greenstein,L   Dogs, from puppy mills-pet store banned   REF SEG
S2291    Greenstein,L   Interior light on-req, stopped by police   REF SLP
S2292    Greenstein,L/Kyrillos,J   Env. infrast. proj.-make loans   REF SEN
S2293    Whelan,J/Gordon,R   Env. infrast. proj., FY2017-approp. fds.   REF SEN
S2315    Sarlo,P    Limousine svc.-concerns   REF SBA
SJR68    Sweeney,S   Disab. rights-prot and maintain   REF SLA

Bills On Emergency Resolution:
S20    Sweeney,S/Beck,J   DWI-proh. from operating NJT train   (38-0) (Weinberg)

Motions:
S708    Gordon,R/Weinberg,L   PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act   Table (23-14) (Weinberg)

Bills Passed:
A893 Sa (1R)    Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5   Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.   (25-6)
A2515  DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+10   Mil. Skills Council-estab.   (38-0)
A2949    Andrejezak,B/Land,R+6   Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.   (37-0)
AJR21    Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P,J+1   Consumer Prot. Wk.-desig first wk, March   (38-0)
S20    Sweeney,S/Beck,J   DWI-proh. from operating NJT train   (38-0)
S293    Vitale,J/Smith,B   Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch.   (35-2)
S295    Vitale,J/Sarlo,P+2   Overdose prev.-concerns opiod antidotes   (38-0)
S359    Codey,R/Vitale,J+2   Tobacco products-raises min. age   (23-14)
S855    Sa (1R)   Stack,B/Beach,J+3   Vet affordable housing-concerns   (38-0)
S879    Sa (1R)   Greenstein,L/Bateman,C   Police, incapacitated-proh. termination   (37-0)
S885    Greenstein,L   Drinking water-concerns contaminants   (29-6)
S977 w/GR (1R)    Lesniak,R/Sarlo,P+3   Animals threatened w/extinction-concerns   (36-0)
S978 w/GR (1R)    Lesniak,R/Sarlo,P+3   Animal parts/products-proh. transp.   (35-0)
S993 w/GR (1R)    Vitale,J/Pou,N+8   Suppl. Nutrition Assit. Prog-time limit   (38-0)
S1066 Sca (1R)    Singer,R/Beck,J+1   Birth certificate-concerns filing   (38-0)
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)    Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+1   Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act   (32-5)
S1715 ScaScaAcaAa (4R)    Sweeney,S/Whelan,J   Casino gaming-finan. stabilization   (33-4)
Bills Passed: (cont’d)

S1992 Beach,J/Allen,D+3 Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian (38-0)  
S2214 Turner,S/Cunningham,S Higher ed. tuition-improve transparency (38-0)  
SJR37 Sca (1R) Bateman,C/Whelan,J Electronic Poll Book Demo. Proj.-conduct (37-0)  

Bills Substituted:

A893 Sa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. SUB FOR S1734 (1R)  
A2515 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+10 Mil. Skills Council-estab. SUB FOR S2003  
A2949 Andrzejczak,B/Land,R+6 Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot. SUB FOR S1625  
AJR21 Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P.J.+1 Consumer Prot. Wk.-desig first wk, March SUB FOR SJR51  
S1625 Van Drew,J/Gordon,R+1 Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot. SUB BY A2949  
S1734 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Vitale,J+1 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. SUB BY A893 (1R)  
S2003 Beach,J/Allen,D Mil. Skills Council-estab. SUB BY A2515  
SJR51 Cruz-Perez,N Consumer Prot. Wk.-desig first wk, March SUB BY AJR21  

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A893 Sa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. (28-1) (Turner)  

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+1 Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act  
S1715 ScaSaAcaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J Casino gaming-financ.stabilization  

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A893 Sa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.  
A2515 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+10 Mil. Skills Council-estab.  

Bills Transferred:

S2049 Singer,R Sch. pupil trans. pilot prog.-estab. FROM SED TO SBA  
SCR107 Scutari,N/Sweeney,S+1 Leg. Apportionment Comm.-incr membership FROM SJU TO SSG  

Co-Sponsors Added:

S371 (Rice,R; Smith,B) First responders-req./training standards  
S843 (Rice,R) Personal needs allowance-incr.  
S855 Sa (1R) (Cunningham,S) Vet affordable housing-concerns  
S1066 Sca (1R) (Gordon,R) Birth certificate-concerns filing  
S1088 (Rice,R) Code Blue Prog.-emerg. mgmt. estab.  
S1105 (Turner,S) Police eval-excl arrests/citations quota  
S1266 (Weinberg,L) Sterile syringe prog. estab.  
S1625 (Whelan,J) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.  
S1632 (Weinberg,L) Light frame resid. constr-estab restrict  
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R) (Whelan,J) Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act  
S1728 (Bucco,A.R.) Estate tax-incr. exclusion  
S1750 (Bucco,A.R.) Vets owning motorcycles-estab. lic plate  
S1814 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet., cert. conflicts-prov. cert. benf.  
S1815 (Bucco,A.R.; Cruz-Perez,N) Cold War vets-extend prop. tax elig.  
S1816 (Bucco,A.R.) Manufacturing sector-students gain emp.  
S1821 (Cunningham,S) Mortgage relief prog., temp.-estab.  
S1915 (Bucco,A.R.) Armed Forces reserve-prov. tuition benf.  
S1918 (Bucco,A.R.; Cruz-Perez,N) Vet.-waive higher ed. application fees  
S1921 (Cruz-Perez,N) Disab. vets. qual. wages-concerns  
S1992 (Addiego,D; Cruz-Perez,N) Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian  
S1993 (Bucco,A.R.) Praying Mantis-ext. vet. prop tax deduct  
S2004 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet.-apply for UI benf. online  
S2006 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet. cert-estab prog. prov travel assist  
S2017 (Cruz-Perez,N) Housing Assist. for Vets. Act-estab.  
S2027 (Bucco,A.R.; Cruz-Perez,N) Vet. Day-req. sch. dist. observe  
S2047 (Allen,D) Court filing fees-revises  
S2096 (Bucco,A.R.) Hollow nose ammunition-ret police posses  
S2107 (Bucco,A.R.) PERS, PFRR-concerns memb.  
S2114 (Bucco,A.R.) 100 Percent Disab. Vet-parking privilege  
S2115 (Bucco,A.R.) Registry for vet org.-DMVA create
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)
S2129 (Bucco,A.R.) Fishing, hunting lic-free, cert mil type
S2141 (Weinberg,L) Black bear-remove, game species list
S2160 (Greenstein,L) Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns
S2185 (Bucco,A.R.) Fire police units-appoint fire police
S2192 (Bucco,A.R.) PAAD elig.-excl. vet. entitlements
S2202 Scs (SCS) (Bucco,A.R.) Mil svc-award student appropriate credit
SR36 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vet, cert.-estab benf from reward money
SR48 (Cruz-Perez,N) Black bear hunting season-oppose

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:
S137 (Cruz-Perez,N) Operation Uphold Democracy-concerns
S1035 (Gordon,R) For-profit hosp.-report cert. info. DHSS
S1066 Sca (1R) (Beck,J) Birth certificate-concerns filing
S1228 (Gill,N) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal
S1266 (Gill,N) Sterile syringe access prog.-estab.
S1622 (Cruz-Perez,N) Disab. vet. prop tax exemp.-auth.
S1625 (Gordon,R) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
S1646 (Cruz-Perez,N) Higher ed.-tuition benf. vet. dependents
S1660 (Cruz-Perez,N) St. memor. maintenance-voluntary contrib
S1698 (Van Drew,J) Vet. coordinators-concernx
S1715 ScaSacaAa (4R) (Whelan,J) Casino gaming-finan. stabilization
S1750 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vets owning motorcycles-estab. lic plate
S1993 (Cruz-Perez,N) Praying Mantis-ext. vet. prop tax deduct
S2001 (Gill,N) Places of pub assembly-defibrillator req
S2047 (Cardinale,G) Court filing fees-revises
S2115 (Cruz-Perez,N) Registry for vet org.-DMVA create
S2116 (Gill,N) New Voter Empowerment Act
S2152 (Ruiz,M) Law enforcement off-estab. cert. benf.
S2159 (Vitale,J) Drama therapists Lic. Act
SCR63 (Cruz-Perez,N) Vets, cert. totally disab-prop tax exemp
SR37 (Diegnan,P.J.) Indirect remuneration fees-cong. invest.

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
A893 Sa (1R) (Turner,S) Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A2515 (Beach,J) Mil. Skills Council-estab.
A2949 (Van Drew,J) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
AJR21 (Cruz-Perez,N) Consumer Prot. Wk.-desig first wk, March

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
A893 Sa (1R) (Vitale,J) Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A2515 (Allen,D) Mil. Skills Council-estab.
A2949 (Gordon,R) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
A893 Sa (1R) (Weinberg,L) Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A2949 (Whelan,J) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.

The Senate adjourned at 5:10 P.M. to meet again on Monday, June 6, 2016 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced:
A3822 Muoio,E Inmate release-co. prov. reentry assist. REF ALP
A3823 Lagana,J Resid. vacant prop.-concerns foreclosure REF AHO
Bills On Emergency Resolution:

S1711 ScaAca (3R)  Sweeney,S/OToole,K+1  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act (62-10-1) (McKeon)
S1715 ScaSaAca (4R)  Sweeney,S/Whelan,J  Casino gaming-financ. stabilization (63-10-1) (Mazzeo)

Motions:

A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6  Minimum wage-raise to $10.10  To As (Carroll)
A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6  Minimum wage-raise to $10.10  To Table (49-25-0) (Wisniewski)
A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6  Minimum wage-raise to $10.10  To Aa (Ribble)
A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6  Minimum wage-raise to $10.10  To Table (49-25-0) (Wisniewski)
A1944 Coughlin,C/Schaefer,G+5  Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal  To Aa (Carroll)
A1944 Coughlin,C/Schaefer,G+5  Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal  To Table (49-25-0) (Greenwald)

Bills Passed:

A15 Acs (ACS)  Prieto,V/Wisniewski,J+6  Minimum wage-raise to $10.10 (42-31-1)
A544 Prieto,V/NLaganas,J-16  Prop. assess.-req. annual notice (72-0-0)
A837 Aa (1R)  Jimenez,A/Green,J+5  Haz. Drug Safe Handling Act-estab. (70-0-1)
A893 Vainieri Hurtle,V/Stephens,A+5  Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. (63-7-4)
A895 Sa (1R)  Vainieri Hurtle,V/Stephens,A+5  Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh. (52-6-3)
A1424 Johnson,G/Whitmeyer,B+1  Witness-VCCO relocation expense (72-0-0)
A1564 Webber,J/Oliver,S  Recreation/Conserv-application procedure (65-0-0)
A1649 Aca (1R)  Schaefer,G/Spencer,L+3  Animals threatened w/extinction (69-3-0)
A1794 Aca (1R)  Burzichelli,J/Singleton,T  Life insur. policies-concerns premiums (72-0-0)
A1878 Wimmerly,B/Diegman,P.J.  Athletic coach, re-emp., incr. comp. (65-5-1)
A1944 Coughlin,C/Schaefer,G+5  Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal (52-21-1)
A1953 Coughlin,C/Laganas,J+9  Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install. (72-0-0)
A2004 Aca (ACS)  Green,J/Benson,D+13  Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal. (72-0-0)
A2069 Gusciora,R/Eustace,T  Tavern, historic-issue retail liquor lic (64-5-3)
A2180 Caride,M/Pinto-Marin,E+2  Foreclosed resid. prop.-concerns sale (70-1-1)
A2224 Aca (1R)  Peterson,E/Sumter,S+5  Secondhand Valuables Transactions (65-0-0)
A2514 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+5  Mili. installa., shared svc., permit (72-0-0)
A2515 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+5  Mili. Skills Council-estab. (74-0-0)
A2567 Diegman,P.J./Jasey,M+3  Student participation, cert. assess-post (71-1-2)
A2674 Aca (1R)  Ribble,D/DeAngelo,W+4  Blue Alert System-estab. (74-0-0)
A3056 Aca (1R)  Taliaferro,A/Dancer,R+14  Food Bank Good Samaritan Act-extends (72-0-0)
A3267 Singleton,T/Webber,J+7  Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib (72-0-0)
A3466 Aca (1R)  Coughlin,C/Downey,J+3  Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline (72-0-0)
A3591 Coughlin,C/Holley,J+3  New Voter Empowerment Act (57-17-0)
A3616 Aca (1R)  Vainieri Hurtle,V/Holley,J+3  Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns (69-0-2)
A3626 McKnight,A/Bucco,A+M+3  Crime victim, viol-proh personal id info (69-0-3)
A3686 Aca (1R)  McKean,J/Jasey,M  Ralph/David Law-strict liab veh homicide (69-0-0)
ACR53 Aca (1R)  Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+2  Nat. gas pipeline, interstate-revise law (55-4-12)
ACR152 Conway,H/Singleton,T+2  Memorializes Congress to pass S.1980 (71-0-0)
ACR161 Aca (1R)  McKeon,J/Jasey,M+10  Drinking Water Infrastructure Task Force (65-0-0)
ARJ24 Aa (1R)  Andrzejczak,B/Houghtaling,E+3  Aquaculture-important St. econ. driver (65-0-0)
ARJ25 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B  Del. Bayshore-recog special significance (65-0-0)
AR17 Danielson,J/Holley,J+2  Child custody proceedings-adopt rules (64-0-1)
AR23 Benson,D/DeAngelo,W+2  Internet Safety Mo.-desig. June 2016 (66-0-0)
AR59 Aca (1R)  Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+1  Agricultural ed.-recognizes and supports (65-0-0)
AR134 Tucker,C/Johnson,G+7  Mil. Family Stability Act-Presid. enact (66-0-0)
AR142 Aca (1R)  Schaefer,G/Vainieri Hurtle,V+1  Zika virus-add to tropical disease list (64-0-1)
AR143 Aca (1R)  Coughlin,C/DeAngelo,W+4  Comcast resolve dispute w/YES network (59-0-7)
S180 Sca (1R)  Bateman,C/Weinberg,L+2  Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-revises (71-2-1)
S977 w/GR (1R)  Lesnai,R/Sarlov,P+3  Animals threatened w/extinction-concerns (56-3-3)
S978 w/GR (1R)  Lesnai,R/Sarlov,P+3  Animal parts/products-proh. transp. (56-2-4)
S1711 ScaAca (3R)  Sweeney,S/OToole,K+1  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act (61-12-1)
S1715 ScaSaAca (4R)  Sweeney,S/Whelan,J  Casino gaming-financ. stabilization (61-12-1)

Bills Substituted:

A1421 Aca (1R)  Johnson,G/Mukherji,R+1  Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-revised  SUB BY S180 (1R)
A2569 Prieto,V/McKeon,J  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act SUB BY S1711 (2R)
A2570 Prieto,V/Mazzeo,V  Casino gaming-financ. stabilization SUB BY S1715 (3R)
S180 Sca (1R)  Bateman,C/Weinberg,L+2  Crime Victim’s Bill of Rights-revises SUB FOR A1421 (1R)
S1711 ScaSaAca (3R)  Sweeney,S/OToole,K+1  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act SUB FOR A2569
S1715 ScaSaAca (4R)  Sweeney,S/Whelan,J  Casino gaming-financ. stabilization SUB FOR A2570
Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A326/1475 AcsAa (ACS/1R) Singleton,T/Carroll,M Co., sch. dist.-grant long term exemp  (McKeon)
A1199 AcaAcaAa (3R) Mosquera,G/Moriarty,P+9 Domestic viol. cases-concerns testimony  (McKeon)
A1419 AcaAa (2R) Johnson,G/Wimberly,B+2 Inmate telephone charges-concerns  (McKeon)
A1515 Aa (1R) McKeon,J/Diegnan,P.J.+2 Consumer contract disputes-limits forum  (McKeon)
A1668 AcaAa (2R) Schaer,G/Jasey,M+1 Higher Ed, Bus. Partnerships-estab. comm  (McKeon)
A3662 AcaAa (2R) Schaer,G/Caride,M Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide  (McKeon)
A3676 AcaAa (2R) McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+3 Jury svc.-proh. disqual. based on gender  (McKeon)
S1711 ScaAca (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+1 Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act  (McKeon)
S1715 ScaSaAca (3R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J Casino gaming-finan. stabilization  (Mazzeo)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:

A925 As (AS) Vainieri Huttle,V/Schaer,G+24 Israel-proh invest company that boycotts  (Vainieri Huttle)

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A109 Space,P/Phoebus,G Fish and Game Council-incr. memb. FROM AAN
A646 Carroll,M Palimony agreements in writing-concerns FROM AJU

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Governor's Recommendation/Given Second Reading:

S977 w/GR (1R) Lesniak,R/Sarlo,P+3 Animals threatened w/extinction-concerns
S978 w/GR (1R) Lesniak,R/Sarlo,P+3 Animal parts/products-proh. transp.
S993 w/GR (1R) Vitale,J/Pou,N+8 Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-time limit

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A893 Sa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5 Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S20 Sweeney,S/Beck,J DWI-proh. from operating NJT train REF ATR
S293 Vitale,J/Smith,B Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch. REF AED
S295 Vitale,J/Sarlo,P+2 Overdose prev.-concerns opioid antidotes REF AHE
S359 Cody,R/Vitale,J+2 Tobacco products-raises min. age REF AAP
S855 Sa (1R) Stack,B/Beach,J+3 Vet affordable housing-concerns REF AMV
S879 Sa (1R) Greenstein,L/Bateman,C Police, incapacitated-proh. termination REF ALP
S885 Greenstein,L Drinking water-concerns contaminants REF AEN
S1066 Sca (1R) Singer,R/Beck,J+1 Birth certificate-concerns filing REF AHE
S2214 Turner,S/Cunningham,S Higher ed. tuition-improve transparency REF AHI
SJR37 Sca (1R) Bateman,C/Whelan,J Electronic Poll Book Demo. Proj.-conduct REF AJU

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S1992 Beach,J/Allen,D+3 Land use planning-concerns mil/civilian

Co-Sponsors Added:

A15 Acs (ACS) (Holley,J; Jasey,M) Minimum wage-raise to $10.10
A127 (Muolo,E) Firearm ID cards-police chief issue
A145 (Rumpf,B; Gove,D) Vietnam Vet of Amer. conventions-concern
A151 (Rumpf,B; Gove,D) Sons of Amer Legion-pd. leave of absence
A319 (Chiaravalloti,N) Pub. safety emp., deceased-survivor benf
A351 (Caputo,R; Chapparro,A; Russo,D; Benson,D; Munoz,N) Handicapped parking spaces-concerns
A384 (Chiaravalloti,N) Life Science Internship Challenge prog.
A542 (Moriarty,P) Palliative care svcs.-prov. info.
A544 (Chiaravalloti,N) Prop. assess.-req. annual notice
A752 (Caride,M) Credit card interchange fees-concerns
A854 (Chiaravalloti,N) Distracted Driv. Task Force-creates
A893 Sa (1R) (McKeon,J; Houghtaling,E) Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A925 As (AS) (Russo,D) Israel-proh invest company that boycotts
A1189 (Chiaravalloti,N) Garden St. Manuf. Jobs Act
A1244 (Kean,S) Sch. security-estab class three officers
A1464 (Benson,D) Telemedicine-auth. health care svcs.
A1649 Aca (1R) (Jasey,M) Env. infrastructure proj-concerns finan.
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A1912/3694 Acs (ACS) (Holley,J) Truck operator, cert-concerns emp status
A1944 (Wisywieski,J; Caride,M; Pintor Marin,E; Singleton,T; Houghtaling,E) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal
A1952 (Caride,M; Danielsen,J) Out-of-network Consumer Prot. Acct. Act
A1953 (Chiaravalloti,N; Jimenez,A; Schaer,G; McKeon,J; O'Scanlon,D; Lampitt,P; Oliver,S) Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install.
A1963 (Houghtaling,E) Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
A1970 (McKeon,J) Magnetic-stripe data-proh. storing
A2004 Acs (ACS) (Pinkin,N) Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal.
A2133 (Wisywieski,J) St., co. coll bd of trustees-adds 2 emp.
A2180 (Lampitt,P) Foreclosed resid. prop.-concerns sale
A2224 Aca (1R) (Brown,C) Secondhand Valuables Transactions
A2228 (Houghtaling,E) Sr. cit. disab-incl in NJT discount prog
A2249 (Jones,P) St. hotel, motel occupancy fee rev.-incr
A2322 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) Leah's Law-caseworker safety
A2337 (Caputo,R; Downey,J; Kean,S) Prescription drugs-health benf. coverage
A2450 Aca (1R) (Chiaravalloti,N; McKeon,J) Svc. contracts-proh. automatic renewal
A2469 (Jones,P) Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess
A2513 Aca (1R) (Rible,D) Mil. and Defense Econ. Ombuds. Act
A2514 (Mukherji,R) Mil. installations.-shared svc., permit
A2515 (Holley,J; Schaer,G; Lampitt,P) Mil. Skills Council-estab.
A2519 (Houghtaling,E) Amber, Silver Alert-thru social media
A2674 Aca (1R) (Benson,D; Holley,J; McKeon,J; Pintor Marin,E) Blue Alert System-estab.
A2680 (McKeon,J) Law enforcement off-handgun carry permit
A2928 (Singleton,T) Higher ed.
A3056 Aca (1R) (Clifton,R; Handlin,A; Munoz,N; Auth,R)李’s Law-caseworker safety
A3197 (McKeon,J) MV Surcharge Community Svc. Prog.
A3221 (Phoebus,G; Space,P) Handgun definition-incl antique firearms
A3267 (O'Scanlon,D; McKeon,J; Rumana,S; Chiaravalloti,N; Benson,D) Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3293 (Rible,D; Kean,S) Self-Service Storage Fac. Act-suppl.
A3329 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) Homemaker-home health aide-certification
A3335 (McKeon,J) MV Surcharge Community Svc. Prog.
A3337 (Taliaferro,A) Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer
A3338 (Chiaravalloti,N; Kean,S; Jones,P) Cig. tax rev.-anti-smoking initiatives
A3339 (McGuicin,G; Wolfe,D; Kean,S) Personal income tax's pension-incr.
A3395 (Jones,P) Court filing fees-revises
A3398 (McKeon,J) Beehives-concerns pesticide applications
A3466 Aca (1R) (Chiaravalloti,N; O'Scanlon,D; Houghtaling,E) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline
A3492 (Caride,M; Jasey,M; McKeon,J; Pinkin,N) Family planning svcs.;$7,453M
A3540 (Eustace,T) Pub. contracts
A3591 (Wimberly,B; Chiaravalloti,N; Coughlin,C; Kennedy,J; Rodriguez,M) Cig. tax rev.
A3616 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J; Lampitt,P; Jones,P) Medicaid trans. svc.-concerns
A3626 (Chiaravalloti,N; Barclay,A) Crime victim, viol-proh personal id info
A3669 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T; McGuicin,G) Home elevation expenses-tax deduction
A3685 (Singleton,T; Kean,S) Firewall-concerns transp.
A3686 (Phoebus,G; Space,P; Rumana,S) Ralph/David Law-strict liab veh homicide
A3798 (McGuicin,G; Wolfe,D) Sch. bus monitoring sys.-auth. use
A3819 (McKeon,J) Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns
A3821 (Ciattarelli,J) Affordable housing obligations-concerns
ACR25 (Eustace,T) Enclosed foothold traps-not leg, intent
ACR40 (Kean,S) Enactment or cert laws-conslit amendment
ACR53 Aca (1R) (Conaway,H; McKeon,J) Nat. gas pipeline, interstate-revise law
ACR109 (Morarity,P) Pub. emp. pensions-fd. on timely basis
ACR152 (Pinkin,N; Lampitt,P) Memorializes Congress to pass S.1980
ACR161 Aca (1R) (Jimenez,A; Chiaravalloti,N; Schaer,G; Lampitt,P) Drinking Water Infrastructure Task Force
AJR24 Aa (1R) (Pinkin,N; Gove,D; Rumpf,B) Aquaculture-important St. econ. driver
AJR91 (Rumpf,B; Gove,D; Howarth,J; Houghtaling,E) Post-Traumatic Stress Injury Awareness
AR17 (Lampitt,P) Child custody proceedings-adopt rules
AR23 (Chiaravalloti,N; Internet Safety Ma.-desig. June 2016
AR59 Aca (1R) (Pinkin,N) Agricultural ed.-recognizes and supports
AR134 (Pinkin,N; O'Scanlon,D; Space,P; Phoebus,G; Howarth,J; Rumana,S; Lampitt,P) Mil. Family Stability Act-Presid. enact
AR135 (Howarth,J; Houghtaling,E) Vet deceased, sch loan-Cong enact HR2874
AR142 Aca (1R) (Chiaravalloti,N) Zika virus-add to tropical disease list
AR143 Aca (1R) (Holley,J; McKeon,J; Pintor Marin,E) Comcast resolve dispute w/YES network
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A351   (Handlin,A)    Handicapped parking spaces-concerns
A1506   (Moriarty,P)    Contractors' Regis. Act-concerns
A1564   (Oliver,S)    Recreation/Conserv-application procedure
A2180   (Pintor Marin,E)    Foreclosed resid. prop.-concerns sale
A2569   (McKeon,J)    Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
A2570   (Mazzeo,V)    Casino gaming-finan. stabilization
A3397   (McKeon,J)    Neonicotinoid pesticides-restrict use
A3704   (Benson,D)    Smoking cert electronic device-proh sale
A3705   (Pinkin,N)    Sexually transmitted disease-treatment
A3706   (Benson,D)    Lead hazard inspections-rental prop.
A3730   (Webber,J)    Charitable org.-income tax deduct.
A3745   (Benson,D)    Autonomous veh-proh use on St. roadways
A3760   (Benson,D)    Early Innovagion Inspiration Sch. Prog.
A3800   (Kean,S)    Property-time period, adverse possession
A3819   (DeAngelo,W)    Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns
AJR24 Aa (1R)   (Houghtaling,E)    Aquaculture-important St. econ. driver

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A1395   (Space,P)    Agric. devel. co./mun.-allows

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A351   (Giblin,T)    Handicapped parking spaces-concerns
A439   (McKeon,J)    Religious freedom statute-proh St travel
A1402   (Taliaferro,A)    Head injury policy-req. youth sports org
A1564   (Holley,J)    Recreation/Conserv-application procedure
A1794 Aca (1R)   (Mukherji,R)    Life insur. policies-concerns premiums
A2569   (Mazzeo,V)    Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
A2570   (Caputo,R)    Casino gaming-finan. stabilization
A3240   (DeCroce,B)    Child abuse record checks-concerns
A3361   (Dancer,R)    Sex offender, cert.-proh plea bargain
A3460   (Space,P)    Firearms purchaser id cards-issue
A3489   (Houghtaling,E)    Sr. cit. housing fac., cert.-concerns
A3513   (Munoz,N)    Law enforcement off, cert.-carry firearms
A3523   (Mukherji,R)    Parole-concerns max sentences
A3597   (Space,P)    Pub. works contractor regis.-concerns
A3649   (Mukherji,R)    Birth certificate-concerns filing
A3669 Aca (1R)   (Wolfe,D)    Home elevation expenses-tax deduction
A3787   (Taliaferro,A)    Landowner of the Year award prog.-estab.
A3804   (Muio,E)    Work First General Pub Assist benf-elig.
A3819   (Giblin,T)    Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns
AR23   (McKnight,A)    Internet Safety Mo.-desig. June 2016

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A893 Sa (1R)   (Downey,J)    Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A1024   (Taliaferro,A)    Students w/traumatic brain injury-ed.
A1387   (Houghtaling,E)    Voter regis.-concerns
A1463   (Danielsen,J)    Caregiver Task Force-estab.
A2004 Acs (ACS)   (Mukherji,R)    Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal.
A2234   (Mukherji,R)    Overdose prev.-concerns opioid antidotes
A2567   (Chiaramavalli,N)    Student participation, cert. assess-post
A2569   (Caputo,R)    Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
A2674 Aca (1R)   (Rumana,S)    Blue Alert System-estab.
A2950   (Mukherji,R)    Combat to College Act
A3150   (Houghtaling,E)    Disab. vet. prop tax exemp elig-concerns
A3199   (Houghtaling,E)    Emerg. coastal evac. plan-pub. awareness
A3267   (Mukherji,R)    Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3381   (Houghtaling,E)    Mun. vol. snow removal prog.-estab.
A3414 Aca (1R)   (Houghtaling,E)    Surplus food to charities-create website
A3421   (Bucco,A.M.)    Animal abuser registry-estab.
A3460   (Phoebus,G)    Firearms purchaser id cards-issue
A3466 Aca (1R)   (Mukherji,R)    Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline
A3597   (Phoebus,G)    Pub. works contractor regis.-concerns
A3610 Aca (1R)   (Taliaferro,A)    SPRS-concerns accidental death benf.
A3626   (Mukherji,R)    Crime victim, viol-proh personal id info
A3631   (Zwicker,A)    Angel Investor Tax. Cred Act-investments
Fourth Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3662 AcaAa (2R) (Mukherji,R) Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide
A3669 Aca (1R) (Zwicker,A) Home elevation expenses-tax deduction
A3778 (Mazzeo,V) Opioid meds-concerns prescriptions
A3819 (Benson,D) Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns
AR58 (Downey,J) Christopher Bryski Student Loan Prot Act

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A15 Acs (ACS) (Oliver,S) Minimum wage-raise to $10.10
A1419 AcaAa (2R) (Mukherji,R) Inmate telephone charges-concerns
A1944 (Benson,D) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal
A1963 (Downey,J) Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.
A2004 Acs (ACS) (Pintor Marin,E) Pyramid promo. schemes-crim. penal.
A2567 (Benson,D) Student participation, cert. assess-post
A2674 AcaAa (1R) (Zwicker,A) Blue Alert System-estab.
A2863 (Houghtaling,E) Prevailing wage requirements-concerns
A2949 (Moniarty,P) Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
A2951 (Mukherji,R) Vet;higher ed-concerns academic credit
A3267 (Lampitt,P) Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3400 (McKeon,J) Pesticide applicators-req. training
A3466 Aca (1R) (Phoebus,G) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline
A3555 (Mosquera,G) Arts and tourism-incr. hotel fee rev.
A3626 (Downey,J) Crime victim, viol-proh personal id info
A3662 AcaAa (2R) (McKnight,A) Rosa-Bonilla Family Act-carbon monoxide
A3819 (Zwicker,A) Unemp. comp. and labor disputes-concerns

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A15 Acs (ACS) (Wimberly,B) Minimum wage-raise to $10.10
A1668 AcaAa (2R) (Downey,J) Higher Ed. Bus. Partnerships-estab. comm
A1944 (Wimberly,B) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal
A1970 (Danielsen,J) Magnetic-stripe data-proh. storing
A2674 Aca (1R) (Phoebus,G) Blue Alert System-estab.
A2808 (Chiaravalloti,N) Safe MV Rental Act
A3267 (Wimberly,B) Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3293 (Sumter,S) Self-Service Storage Fac. Act-suppl.
A3383 Aca (1R) (Chiaravalloti,N) Places of pub assembly-defibrillator req
A3466 Aca (1R) (McKnight,A) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A1944 (McKeon,J) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal
A1953 (Danielsen,J) Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install.
A1970 (Mukherji,R) Magnetic-stripe data-proh. storing
A2674 Aca (1R) (Oliver,S) Blue Alert System-estab.
A3267 (Houghtaling,E) Autism prog-prov. vol income tax contrib
A3466 Aca (1R) (Singleton,T) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1944 (Jasey,M) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. Renewal
A1953 (Mukherji,R) Homestead prop tax-allow sr cit install.
A1970 (Moniarty,P) Magnetic-stripe data-proh. storing
A2674 Aca (1R) (Singleton,T) Blue Alert System-estab.
A3466 Aca (1R) (Benson,D) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline

Ninth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1944 (Chiaravalloti,N) Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. Renewal
A2674 Aca (1R) (Schaer,G) Blue Alert System-estab.
A3338 (Moniarty,P) Cig. tax rev.-anti-smoking initiatives
A3466 Aca (1R) (Space,P) Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline

Tenth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2674 Aca (1R) (Mukherji,R) Blue Alert System-estab.
Eleventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A2674 Aca (1R)  (Space,P)  Blue Alert System-estab.

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S180 Sca (1R)  (Johnson,G)  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revises
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)  (Prieto,V)  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
S1715 ScaSaAcaAa (4R)  (Prieto,V)  Casino gaming-finan. stabilization

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S180 Sca (1R)  (Mukherji,R)  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revises
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)  (McKeon,J)  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
S1715 ScaSaAcaAa (4R)  (Mazzeo,V)  Casino gaming-finan. stabilization

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S180 Sca (1R)  (Pinkin,N)  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revises
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)  (Mazzeo,V)  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
S1715 ScaSaAcaAa (4R)  (Caputo,R)  Casino gaming-finan. stabilization

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)  (Caputo,R)  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S180 Sca (1R)  (Quijano,A)  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revises

Note to the 5/19/2016 Digest:

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A1921 Wisniewski,J/Coughlin,C  Prop., contaminated-DEP purch./demolish  REP *NOT* REF AAP

The Assembly adjourned at 7:29 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, June 2, 2016 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “A” and “B” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A893 Sa (1R)  Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+5  Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.
A2515 DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+10  Mil. Skills Council-estab.
A2949 Andrzejczak,B/Land,R+6  Diamondback terrapins-prov. prot.
AJR21 Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P.J.+1  Consumer Prot. Wk -desig first wk, March
S180 Sca (1R)  Bateman,C/Weinberg,L+2  Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-revises
S977 w/GR (1R)  Lesniak,R/Sarloc,P+3  Animals threatened w/extinction-concerns
S978 w/GR (1R)  Lesniak,R/Sarloc,P+3  Animal parts/products-proh. transp.
S1711 ScaAcaAa (3R)  Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+1  Mun. Stabilization and Recovery Act
S1715 ScaSaAcaAa (4R)  Sweeney,S/Whelan,J  Casino gaming-finan. stabilization

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (5/23/2016):

None.